Dear Yr13 Pupils & Parents,

We are writing to update you on the upcoming strike days. There are two days which have been given as strike days by the National Education Union. These are Thursday 27th April and Tuesday 2nd May. As has happened in previous strike days we will be prioritising Yr11 and Yr13 lessons on these days. **All Yr13 students should be in school on both days from 8.20am.**

With A Level exams beginning this half term, it is essential that we lose no learning time in the coming weeks. Staff, including those who might otherwise be striking, are available to come and teach exam classes specifically, and so lessons on the days will be very similar to the normal timetable.

With exams so close we look forward to making these days as productive as possible for the students.

Yours faithfully,

Mr. Tindell
Secondary Curriculum Vice Principal